
Prevention measures before and during the summer school 
Update (June 7, 2021) 

 

In order to ensure the greatest possible safety during the Summer School, the following 
preventive measures have been taken:  

Before arrival:  

- Vaccination is strongly recommended. Proof must be provided by means of an international 
vaccination certificate. 

 

At the beginning of the summer school:  

- All participants, including those who have been vaccinated, must provide proof of a 
negative PCR test, which must not be older than 72 hours before the start of the summer 
school. The costs will be refunded on site, so please bring your receipt.  

 

During the summer school: 

- Accommodation will be in single rooms at the Alp Hotel as well as in private 
accommodation (apartments, youth guesthouse, private rooms).  

- Breakfast and lunch will be served at the Alp hotel. All those who are accommodated 
elsewhere should also go to the Alp Hotel for meals.  

- About half of the lessons will take place outside.  

- During the summer school, a rapid antigen test (self test) will be carried out for control 
purposes; there will be no costs for the participants. 

- Most of the excursions will be on foot. For bus trips, the group will be divided. On Sunday, 
25 July 2021, excursions which last several hours, will take place in several groups and with 
varying degrees of difficulty in the surroundings of Bovec.  Bring hiking boots and appropriate 
clothing! The excursions are part of the optional part of the programme.  

 

Please note the following 3 updates:  

- As of today (June 7): FFP-2 masks in classrooms and seminar halls 

- In case of necessity: cost coverage for a second PCR test for the return journey.  

- Additional costs in case of possible COVID-19 illness, retrieval or quarantine cannot be 
covered. 

 

-In view of the pandemic, moderate behaviour is to be displayed and personal responsibility 
exercised is expected for the well-being of all. Gross violations of the safety measures 
announced on site may lead to exclusion from the summer school. 

Thank you for your cooperation! 


